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6 December 2006 

. DISPOSITION MEMORANDUM 

SUBJECT: "(ST Alleged Use of Unauthorized Interrogation 
Techniques 

CASE: (U) 2004-7717-IG 

(b)(1) 

ISSUES UNDER INVESTIGATION: (b)(3) NatSecAct 

/~lgl CIAAct . 1. (Te/~ ~ On 18 August 2004, the 
(b)(3) NatSecActOffice of Inspector General (OIG) received information from the FBI 
(b)(6) that Agency officers applied an interrogation technique to Libyan 

/~l/il/~~ Islan:uc Fig~ting ~roup m~mber Abu Hazim Al-Libi in a manner 
(b)(7)(f) considered mcons1stent with Agency procedures.~------' 

linguist, provided the information to 
'"""'FB=I~S-p-ec~ia~l-A~g-e-n-ts_w_h_o_w_e_re_m_J· terviewinff Ion an unrelated 

matter. The FBI, in turn, referre~ Jn.formation to OIG for 
action. 

(b)(1)-------------------
(b)(3) CIAAct 
(b )(3) NatSecAct 
(b )(6) 
(b )(7)( c) 
(b )(7)( d) 
(b )(7)(f) 

(b)(3) CIAAct 
(b )(3) NatSecAct 
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(b)(3) CIAAct 
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41=!E::SlEEBbl __ (b )( 1 ) (b )( 1 ) . ~q; /!vfR 

(b )(3) NatSecAct 
(b )(6) 

(b)(3) NatSecAct (b)(3) NatSecAct 

(b)(7)(c) 
(b)(7)(d) 
(b )(7)(f) 

3. (S//NF) advised OIG that he was the interpreter 
when interrogator sed enhanced interrogation 
techniques (EITs) on detainee Al:lu aziin atl I ~lieges 
that when water dousi~P- waEsed on Abu Hazim, a cloth covered 
Abu_Hazim's face, and poured cold water directly onto · 
Abu Hazim's face to diSrupt · breathing. aid wheri 

(b)(i) Abu Hazim turned blue, Physician's Assistant'-----c..,--,--r---r::-~--.1 .• 
(b)(3) CIAAct removed the cloth so that Abu Hazim could breathe. sai 
(b)(3) NatSecActwas the first and oruy time he witnessed water dousing, and that 
(b)(6) [ pther CIA personnel were present during this water 
(b)(7)(c) d · · 
(b)(?)(f) ousmg session. (b)(3) CIAAct 

4. (S//NP) CIA operational records indicate that 
Headquarters personnel approved the use of water dousing at the 
time.- However, the water dousing technique did not include the use 
of a cloth over the face, and pouring water on the face was not 
allowed. Hence, if water dousing was applied as described, it could 
be a violation of Title 18 U.S.C. §2340A Torture. 

. . 
INVESTIGATP(b)(1jFFORTS: 

(b)(3) NatSecAct · 
5. ( ) OIG reviewed relevant 

(b )(i) documents. Agency policy and gui elines .on the use of interrogation 
(b)(3) NatSecActtechniques were reviewed. The Directorate of Operations (DO) [now 

known as the National Clandestine Service] provided cable traffic 
concerning the detention and interrogation atllof .. 
Abu Hazim, a.k.a. Abu Hazum Al-Libi, Muh~wud, variant 
Daud, Dawood, Dawud, a.k.a. Ali 'Abdullah Sharid Al-Din, a.k.a. 
Abu Muham.tr1ad, a.k.a. Abu Hamid. Relevant Lotus Notes 
concerning Abu Hazim and water dousing were received from 
CTC/Legal, CTC/Renditions and Detainees Group (RDG); and the 

/~jgj CIAA t · Office of Me.dical Services (OMS). OIG reviewed Security Files and 
(b)(3) NatS~cActOfficial Personnel Folders for seleded personnel who had contact 

with Abu Hazim during this period of time. 

(b)(1) . . ' 
(b)(3) CIAAct 6. (S//P.JF) OIG interviewed several Agency employees and 
(b)(3) NatSecAct:ontractors, including the[Jemployees who workrce=d=-w.:..:.=ittj=~~~_, 
/~ji~\(c) and witnessed the interrogations of Abu Hazim byj I 
(b )(7)(f) 2 

I (b)(1) I 
'fOP SECRE'fj (b)(3) NatSecAct j«JFOHN//M:R 
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(b )(6) 
(b)(7)(c) 

(b )(6) 
(b)(7)(c) 

Approved for Release: 2016/06/1 O C05959918 
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J 

7. -(ST On 10 September 2004, OIG reported this incident as a 
possible violation of federal criminal law to Chief, 
Criininal Division, U.S. Attorney's Office, Eastern Distri.ct of Virginia. 
Assistant U.S. Attorne~ ~as assigned to the case and has 
been apprised.of the progress of this investigation.· 

POLICY AND GUIDELINES: (b)(3) CIAAct 

8. (S//NF}- DO Handbook 50-{]explains the Agency's 
general interrogation policy: 

It is CIA policy to neither participate directly in nor encourage . 
interrogation that involves the use of force, mental or physical 
torture, extremely demeaning indignities, or exposur~ to inhuman~. 
treatment of an kind as an aid to interro ation. 

(b)(1) 
(b)(3) NatSecAct 

c__ ____ (b)(1) 
,...,,, ~(b)(3) NatSecAct lhll'l'I 

9. ~1 rru / According to the 
Inspector General's Special Review, the capture and initial Agency 
interrogation of the high value detainees (HVDs) presented the· 
Agency with a significant dilemma.1 The Agency was under pressure 
to prevent additional terrorist attacks. Agency officials believed that 
a more robust approach was necessary to elicit threat information 
from senior al-Qa'ida HVDs. With the knowledge that al-Qa'ida 
personnel had been.trained in i:he use of resistance techniques, 
another challenge was to identify interrogation techniques that 
Agency personnel(b)(1)d lawfully use to overcome the resistance. 

. (b)(3) NatSecAct_~ 
10. ~ INF) The Office of General 

Counsel (OGC) consulted extensively with Department of Justice 
(DoJ) and National Security Council (NSC) legal and policy staffs in 
determining and documenting the legal parameters and constraints 

(b)(1) for interrogations. In August 2002, DoJ's Office of Legal Counsel 
(b )(3) NatSecAct 

1 (l=6i ·.,tNi'JCounterterrorism Detention and Interrogation Activities (September 
2001 - October 2003) (200J.:7123-IG), dated 7 May 2004. 

~----(b-)(-1)--3 -~l 
~p SEERBTj (b)(3) NatSecAct r~'OFORN//:MR 
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(OLC) provided the Agency a legal opinion in which it dete~ed 
that 10 specific EITs identified for use by CIA with Abu Zubaydah 
would not violate the torture prohibition.2 The only technique 
involving water that had been reviewed by OLC was the use of the 
waterboara.3 · (b)(1) 

(b)(3) NatSecAct __ 
11. ('fS/L ~On 28 January 2003, DCI 

(b)(1) George Tenet signed "Guidelines on Interrogations Conduct.ed 
(b )(3) NatSecActpursuant to the Presidential Memorandum of Notification of 

· 17 September 2001." The DCI Guidelines were seri.t tol ~tation 
in cable[(b)(3) CIAAct=1on 31January2003, and therefore, were the 
~delines in effect when Abu Hazim was rendered tol Ion 
L_____}'\pril 2003. That docwnent approved the use by trained . 
interrogators of the EITs that OLC had opined on in August 2002.4 

(b)(1) However, the DCI Guidelines did not limit interrogators to only 
(b)(3) NatSecAct (b)(1) 

(b)(1) 

(b)(1) 
(b)(3) CJAAct 
(b )(3) NatSecAct 
(b)(5) 
(b )(6) 
(b)(?)(c) 

(b)(3) NatSecAct 

(b)(3) NatSecAct 

4~ NF}-The E!Ts are the attention grasp, walling, the aci . o 
(insult hold),. the abdominal slap, cramped confinement, wall standing, stress p·ositions, sleep 
deprivation beyond 72 hours, the use of diapers for prolonged periods, the use of harmless 
insects, the water board, and such other techniques as may be specifically approved. The use of 
each BIT is subject to specific temporal, physical, and related conditions, including a competent 
evaluation ofthe medical and psychological state of the detainee. 

lc___~_(b)(1) ____ ~ ___ 1 
TOPBECRET~L--'-(b_:_)(;__3);__N_a_tS_e_cA_c_t __ _Jr<ioForuv /MR 
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those techniques.s The DCI Interrogation Guidelines stated that if 
any other technique is to be introduced, it must be reviewed and 
approved by Headquarters pursuant to the guidelines below. 

(b)(3) NatSecAct · , I l,..rn\ 
12. ('fS/ A ~ The DCI Interrogation 

Guidelines detfuerrPermissible Interrogation Techniques" and 
. specify, "Unless otherwise approved by Headquarters, CIA officers 

and other personnel acting on behalf of CIA may use only · 
Permissible Interrogation Techniques. Permissible Interrogation 
Techniques consist of both (a) standard techniques and (b) EITs.". Use 
of EITs require advance approval from Headquarters, as do standard 
techniques whenever feasible. The field must document the use of 

(b)(i) both standard techniques and EITs. 
(b)(3) NatSecAct .--~------~ 

13. fFSfJ /'NI1 The DCI Interrogation 
· Guidelines required prior approval in writing (e.g., by written 

memorandum or in cable traffic) from the Director CTC, with the 
concurrence of the Chief, CTC Legal Group, for the use of any EIT(s). 
In each interrogation session in which an EIT is employed, a 
contemporaneous record shall be created setting forth the nature and 
duration of each such technique employed, the identities of those 
present, and a citation to the required Headquarters approval cable. 
This information, in the form of a cable, shall be provided tq 

(b)(i) Headquarters. 
(b)(3) NatSecAct

1

, -------~ 
14. (TS/1 ~The DCI Interrogation 

(b)(1) 

Guidelines define "standard interrogation techniques" as techniques 
that do not incorporate significant physical or psychological pressure. 
These techniques include, but are not limited to, all lawful forms of 
questioning employed by US law enforcement and military 
interrogation personnel. Whenever feasible, advance approval is 
required for the use of standard techniques by an interrogation tea1(b)(3) CIAA 

1 
In all instances, their use shall be documented in cable traffic. . (b)(6) c 

(b)(3) NatSecAct 
(b )(7)( c) 

si'ffiil ~ According to~e Der Interrogation Guidelines were 
meant to eliminate freelancing, not to eliminate the introduction of other techniques. · 
Consideration was given for additional techniques as long as they were reviewed and approved 
by Headquarters. 

~I --~-(b)(1) I 
.:roP SECitET A~_~(b~)~(3~)~N;:::a_'.--Ct_S~e_c~A;:=_c-;-t_ -_ -_ -__;~i'fOA'FFife'tt~!il<t:fl7"'f· /'li'iMRrn 

i; 
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(b )( 1) 
(b )(3) NatSecAct 
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15. ~ J fAA;r The DCI Interrogation 

Guidelines define EITs as "techniques that do incorporate physical or 
psychological pressure beyond Standard Techniques," Headquarters 
must approve the use of each specific BIT in advance. EITs may be 
employed only by trained and certified interrogators for use with a 
specific detainee and with appropriate medical and psychological 

(b)(1) monitoring of the process.6 
.(b)(3) NatSecAct 

16. fFB-~ 'NfT Relevant to this 
investigation, in particular, is the technique of water dousing. Water 
dousing involves laying a detainee down on a plastic sheet or towel. 
Water is poured onthe detainee from a container while the 
interrogator questions the detainee. A session can last from.10 

(
(bb))((

3
1)) N S · minutes (a single application) to an hour (multiple applications). 

at ecActw t . l' d th th In a er is app ie so as to not enter e nose or mou . terrogators 

(b )( 1) 
are not allowed to cover the detainee's face with a cloth? 

(b)(3) NatSecAct 
17.-fF&~ NF]- The Janua.ry 2003 DCI 

Interrogation Guidelines do not include water dousin as a standard 
(~)(~) N S or enhanced technique. However, cables betwee and 

\ 

( )( ) at ecActHeadquarters indicate that water dousing was used at (b)(
1

) since 
(b)(1) earl 2003. It ag12ears that water dousing was introduced a(b)(3) NatSecAct 
(b)(3) CIAAct whert J::mbinittedj I 
(b)(3) NatSecAct:able r[}vfarch 2003, requesting approval to use water 

/~j/~l(c) dousing as an ad~itional Er for Khalid Shayk Moh~ (KSM). 
. On the same date, cabl~ fvas sent toL__Japproving 

the use of water dousing with certain conditions. The cable specified 
that KSM could not be placed naked on bare cement floor, but he had 

(b)(3) CIAAct . to be placed on a sheet or towel. OMS advised that placing KSM on 
bare cement could cause his body heat to leach much faster than if he 

(b)(3) CIAAct is placed on a towel or sheet. Also, the air temperature must be 
above 65 degrees if KSM would not be d)."ied iinmediately. . 

(b)(1) (b)(1) 
(b)(3) NatSecAct (b)(3) NatSecAct- . 

6 ~ ]N¥r Before EITs are administered, a detainee must receive a 
detail;J psyChologtcaJ assessment and physical exam. Daily physical and psychological 

( b) ( 3) CI AA ct evaluations are continued throughout the period of EIT use. 
(b )(3) NatSecActt..fret/ ~ Based uponOinterviews of interrogators who administered 

water dousing and witnesses to water dousing, this was the policy in effect when water dousing 
was used at[ ( b) ( 1 ) ]even though it is not documented as policy unti!O anuary 2004. 

(b )(3) NatSecAct 6 . · (b )( 1) 

I 4 
(b)(3) NatSecAct 

~. ---~_(b)(1) 
'TOP SEC~~ (b )(3 )r\NJ;:;at!Ss:;;ec;:tA~cttrr~NJIOQ:PPl:O:}l:Rijl~~t/':+/~}; ~ 
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· TOl'SfCRi l(b)(1) INEY. i{'.N//Ivm 
J (b )(3) NatSecAct I 
~-------------(b)(1) 

(b)(1) (b)(3) NatSecAct 
i---(b)(3) NatSecAct ' 1---i 

(b)(3) CIAAct i8:-ff5/~ ~ AithoughL__Jcable 
!land several other cables requesting and authorizing . 

· ~gation techniques refer to water dousing as an BIT, · 
interrogators and CTC/Legal advisors say that water dousing was a 
standard tec~que :heJn it was applied to Abu Hazim in April 2003. 

(b)(3) CIAAct It was not un ·. cabl~ 1~ated 21June2003, that the 

(b)(1) 

application of water ousing was classified as a standard technique 
in writing.a In a briefing by Director Tenet and General Counsel 
Scott Muller to the NSC Principa!s on 29 July 2003, water dousing. 
was described as a standard technique. The 4 September 2003 draft 
OMS Guidellil.es also identified water dousing as a standard 
technique,9 

(b)(1) 
(b)(3) CIAAct 
(b)(3) NatSecAct 
(b)(5) 

(b)(1) 
(b)(3) CIAAct FINDINGS: 
(b)(3) NatSecAct 

(b )(3) NatSecAct 

(b)(6) . . . . 
(b)(7)(c) 20. l=/ ~ OIG agents interviewed 
(b )(7)( d) I times, during which he described the wate.r dousing of 
(b)(7)(f) Abu Hazim in a matter that is not procedurally authorized by this 

___ (b)(3) CIAAct __ 

8 (S/;'~lf3 tales: "In a correction of the record, Headquarters·notes that under a 
controlled environment and standard procedures for dousing, the application of dousing does 

(b )( 
1 

) not constitute an enhanced measiire, but does require detailed and time! notification of its use in 
(b )(3) CIAAct I the interrogation reports as re uired for other standard techni ues." 

(b)(3) NatSecAct 

9 -15//Nl.')" The full title of these guidelines is the "Draft OMS Guidelines on Medical and 
Psycholo$ical Support to Detainee Interrogations." 

7 

!k SECR£T~ i~ \g\.NJ::a:f<ts~e:;;-cAA.c;:+t--~r•fE'OIFi 60fRi<"l'l'i<"\f7''1 T/ Pl'Vlvtlff'11 
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(b)(1) 
(b)(3) CIAAct 
(b )(3) NatSecAct 
(b )(6) 
(b )(7)( c) 
(b )(7)( d) 
(b )(7)(f) 

8 

'-I ____ (b)(1) I 
TOP SECR:ET)L_ _ _:(_:b)_:_(3_:_)~N~a;;-ct_S~e;-;.;-c_A~c~t-_-_-_-_J-irll~Oi='iFi:iO=i:IR'ltto;f<J7F.7Rilv"1mlt-
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(b)(1) 
(b)(3) CIAAct 
(b )(3) NatSecAct 
(b )(6) 
(b)(7)(c) 
(b )(7)( d) 
(b )(7)(f) 

~------(b)(1 )-;-;-;-;:;-~:-------------_J 
,~ r-(b)(3) NatSecAct 

(b)(1) 24, ~ r.w) The review of cables 
(b)(3) CIAAct indicate that I ~as the 12rimary interrogator for 
(b )(3) NatSecAct Ab H · d Abd. 1 K · · t r ' kin th t , (b)(6) u azrm an a - arrm pnor o 1ta ~a 
(b)(7)(c) responsibility. The initial cable sent byllo~L_JApril 2003, 
(b )(7)(f). requesting EITs for Abu Hazim, stated tnarAlJu Hazim would be 

water doused~ In paragraph 11, requested guidance 
concerning water dousing: ' (b )( 1) 

(b )( 1) 

(b)(3) NatSecAct 
(b)(1),-----------~ 

(b)(3) CIAAct I 
(b)(3) NatSecAct 
(b)(5) I 

(b )(6) ' 
(b)(7)(c) · 
(b )(7)(f) I · 

I 

(b)(3) CIAAct 
(b)(1) (b )(3) NatSecAct 

(b )( 5) (b)(3) CIAAct 
(b)(3) NatSecAct 
(b )(6) 

(b )(6) 
(b)(7)(c) 
(b )(7)(f) 

(b )( 1) 
(b)(7)(c) 
(b )(7)(f) 

(b)(3) CIAAct 
l__ ___ (b)(3) NatSecAct _______________ __J 

11 -tS//14!').I ~dated[JApril 2003. used similar language when requesting 
authorization ton= ~~ter dousing with Abd al-Karim. 

. (b)(1) 
(b)(3) NatSecAct--~--------~ 

(b )( 1 ) 
-'f6;p:ffie8i(b )(3) NatSecAct1 ___ 1Nf9Fl3ffi''ff"f~ 
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L (b)(3) NatSecAct '~ ... ~' 

(b)(5) 

(b )( 1) (b )( 1) 
(b)(3) CIAAct (b)(3) NatSecAct 
(b )(3) NatSecAct 

(~\(~\(c) r--~26. (S//NF) When! µepartedl pn[]Apri12003, 
(b)(7)(f) sent a cable to CTC/RDG requesting authorization to replace 

I and use EITs on Abu Hazim. CTC/RDG responded the 
same ay with the authorization forOto use EITs, including 
water dousing. 

(b)(1) . . . 

(b)(3J NatSecAct 27. (S//NP) I ~ables indicate that Abu Hazim was 

interrogated and water doused onOlpril 2~3QApril 2003, and 
(b)(1 )_ [=:JApril 2003. The cables indicate that • articipated in and 
(b)(3) NatSecAct 'tn d th thr d · · 11 th w1 esse e ee water ousmg sessions, as we as e water 

, . dousing of al-Karim on []April 2003, for a total of four occasions. 
i~~g~ CIAAct The s.ame ca~les indicate that the other participants in the water 
(b)(3) NatSecActdousm sessions were/ 
(b )(6) Th ard~s=--p=-r=o=v:;-id:.-e=-=d1s=-=e=-=cur:-:-::;-ityL::-an::-=-:d'a=-=s==s"is:-;::ta==n=-=c=e-=, w=1thr-.thco-e~ 
(b)(7)(c) exception of pril 2003, when! Jofficers were 
(b)(7)(f) available and provided security. . 

28. (S//N:P:) I l.4fted0April 2003, describes the 
(b)(1) interrogation of Abu Hazim on[JApril 2003. The cable states, in 
(b)(3) N~tSecActpart, that approved enhanced techniques, facial grab, facial slap, belly 

slap, and water dousing were used. Abu Hazim was doused with 
water in a room preheated to 74 degt"ees. Due to the rapidly 

(b)(1) warming temperatures~ =1well water had reportedly 
(b)(3) CIAAct risen to a comfortably cool temperature, and as a result, the water 
(b)(3) NatSecActdousing did not have the psychological shocking impact it does in 

colder months. (b)(1) 
(b)(3) NatSecAct 

(b)(3) CIAAct 

12~ fdatedDApril 2003, paragraph5. 

I . (bJ(1J rn I 
WP SBCitETI (b)(3) NatSecAct fNOKJR."'4 //l'i~ 
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.(b)(3) CIAAct 
(b)(3) NatSecAct 
(b )(6) 

((bb ))((Approved for Release: 2016/06/1 O C05959918 
-'R~SE£ 6) L;IAAC! I"/\ 'I ~::,: ~:tti:z'¥R-

(b )(3) NatSecAct (b )(3) NatSecAct 

(b)(7)(c) · 
'(b )(7)(f) 

(b)(1) 

29. (S//NF) dated[JMay 2003, describes the 
· interrogation of Abd al-Karim on[]April 2003. The cable states that 
approved enhanced techniques of walling and water dousr were 
used, and the participants in the int(b)(1rati~n session wer . ! 

I (b)(3) Nat~ecAct 
(b)(3) CIAAct / , [JM · 
(b)(3) NatSecAct 30. (Srr~H") dated ay 2003, describes the 

interrogation of Abu Hazim o April 2003. The cable states that 
approved enhanced techniques o walling, facial insult slap, and 

(b)(1) water dousin_ were used and the artici ants in the interrp ation 
(b)(3) CIAAct . 
(b)(3) NatSecActsess10n wer. . . 
( b )( 6) Water dousm':=-=:-g-:::w-:::a-=s--=d1::0-=n-=-e-=-w~1c;:;thc-::-an=--=-am::::i::-.-:1e=n"'t"te=m=-p=-e'°'r==a-.:::tu"'r==e--=0CTM·...--:o-:cegr~ees. 
(b)(7)(c) Following the water dousing, Abu Hazim was placed in a barm 
(b)(7)(f) room wher~ !used a soft conversational approach.~blgl NatSecAct 

31. ~S//NF) [ lciated0May 20031 describes the . 
interrogation of Abu Hazim on0April 2003. The same participants 

(b)(i) were present, and water dousing was used in a room with the 
(b)(3) CIAAct ambient temperature of 74 degrees. 
(b)(3) NatSecAct ,-(b)(1) = . 

32 =ff'S~(b)(3) NatSecAct OIG agents interviewed 

'----:-:-----.---..,,.----.--,-,---~~~~--.-.-J .1 Tuer. all claimed no 
(b)(1) recollection of a cloth coverin Abu Hazim s face. 
(b)(3) CIAAct 
(b)(3) NatSecAct 
(b)(6) 
(b)(7)(c) 
(b)(?)(f) 

(b )( 1) 
(b)(3) CIAAct 
(b )(3) NatSecAct 
(b )(6) 
(b)(7)(c) 
(b )(7)( d) 
(b )(7)(f) 

i-----(b-)-(1'-) __ 11 _______ ~1 

TO_P_S_E_C_RE_T_~~-('b)(3) NatSecAct---~llol~OIFFGO'RffiNJ~/i11.}'?~.tRR-
~. --------~' 
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(b)(1) 
(b)(3) CIAAct 
(b)(3) NatSecAct 
(b )(6) 

TLECRi I (b)(1) r-lOi •~N//b)(3) CIAAct 
(b )(3) NatSecAct (b )(3) NatSecAct 

(b)(1) _J 
(b)(3) NatSecAct 

33. · , ---A>.H<i-AllLJparticipants said (b)(7)(c) 
(b )(7)(f) that Abu Hazim's eyes might have been covered dujg waJer 

dousing with a blindfold similar to a sleeping mask. said the 
g~eral condition is ~at the deta,ee's eyjs _are covered with a 
blindfold or the hood 1s rolled up. said he could hot say that 
the eyes were al>1(iJ)(1fovered. . 

1 (b)(3) NatSecAct 

34. ffSi L (-NF)" All '-----1===an=ts'-"s~ai~d:_____ 
· that water was not intentionall J::>Oured on the face./ 

~---__ (b)(1) 

(b)(1) 
(b)(3) CIAAct 
(b)(3) NatSecAct 
(b)(6) 
(b)(7)(c) 
(b )(7)( d) 
(b)(7)(f) 

(b)(1) 
(b)(3) CIAAct 
(b )(3) NatSecAct 

(b)(1) 
(b)(3) CIAAct 
(b)(3) NatSecAct 
(b)(6) 
(b)(7)(c) 
(b )(7)( d) 
(b )(7)(f) 

(b)(3) NatSecAct. __ _ 

35. (TSA fNrJl !said that when he 
water doused, he walked back and forth slowly going over the entire 
body. He said he would pause so that the detainee would not be 

(b)(1) expecting more water. He would ask questions, and if the detain~e 
(b)(3) CIAAct was not truthful, he would pour again on different parts ofthe body. 
~~l~~l NatSec~ct [said he was careful not to pour water in the mouth. He said 
(b)(7)(c) that was counterproductive. It is possible that water poured on the 
(b)(7)(d) chest splashed onto the face. If it looked like a medical problem, he 
(b)(7)(f) would have stopped. He does not recall that Abu Hazim choked, or · 

that the physician's assistant stopped his water dousing because 
Abu Hazim choked on the water. 1. 

b 
(b)(1) 12 

. "[Cp SECRET! (b)(3) NatSecAct ~iJOI'OKN/ I J 
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(b)(1) 
(b)(3) CIAAct 
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't:t-11:;:!1Pi'.':l:!ttB~C::HB:1::I =-Li -~~~~~~ NatSecAct ~lOi .~J//jfR 

(b)(1) 
(b)(3) CIAAct 
(b )(3) NatSecAct 
(b)(6) 
(b)(7)(c) 
(b )(7)( d) 
(b )(7)(f) 

(b)(3) NatSecAct--------------------------1 

~~li~l(c) CONCLUSIONS: ~~lgl NatSecAct 
(b)(7)(f) ------~ 

38. -FP.m.~------~-f"-"' """-LI-Headquarters authorized 
the water dousing of Abu Hazim by 1in accordance with the DCI 
Interrogation Guidelines. The allege'---u-se~of a cloth over Abu Hazim's 
f t th . (b)(1) 
ace was no au oriz1(b)(3) NatSecAct (b)(1) 

(b)(3) CIAAct 
(b)(3) NatSecAct 39. ~ l~lleges that a cloth (b)(6) .iV.i'J L__f' 
(b)(7)(c) covering Abu Hazim's face during water dousing collapsed.when 
(b)(7)(d) I poured water directly onto the face causing Abu Hazim to turn 
(b)(7)(f) blue. When Abu Hazim turned be5 pulled the cloth off to 

allow him to breathe. There were other Agency employees 
present durrg tese water dousing sessions with Abu ~Hazim. lone 
of the other 1 articipants in the session corroborate 
allegation. There is no evidence that a cloth was placed over 

(b)(1) Abu Hazim's face during water dousing or that his breathing was 
(b)(3) CIAAct impaired. (b)(1) (b)(1) 
(b)(3) NatSecAct. (b)(3) CIAAct (b)(3) CIAAct 
(b)(6) (b)(3) NatSecAct (b)(3) NatSecAct 
(b)(7)(c) 
(b )(7)(f) 

13 

'f~l." ~r!Cltt!'f/i i~lg\ NatSecAct porORN//IJ 
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""'f""'~"'""'"'· ..,,ltt.,. --L(t;)(3) NatSecAct ~,qo;. aiV/MR 

L_(b)(1 )----------__J 
(b)(1) · (b)(3) Na!SecAct __ _ 
(b)(3) CIAAct · 40. ~ [NTT There were other 
(b)(3) NatSecAcljiscrepancies between wha~ ;described and what the cables and 
/~li~l(c) other witnesses stated. There were also discrepancies between what 
(b)(7)(d) / ~aid in his first interview and what he said in his second 
(b)(7)(f) interview. Those discrepancies includeL~claim that this was 

the first and only time he witnessed water doujing. ,e cables 
indicate he observed water dousing four times. said 
Abu Hazim was chained to the ground and not restrained by the 
guards. All available evidence indicates that the guards restrained 

(b)(1) Abu Hazim during water dousing, and restraining rings were not. 
(b)(3) CIAAct available in the conditioning room. In his first interviewj [said. 
(~)(~) NatSecAcl;hat/ removed the cloth on th~_ face when Abu Hazim turned 
ibli7l( c) blue. In the second interviewl··-lclaimed that he removed the 
(b)(7)(f) cloth no~ [Based on the~epancies, the veracity of~/ _ __J 

allegation is questionable. 
(b)(1)--------------~ 

(b)(3) NatSecAct 
(b)(5) 

______________ (b)(6) 
(b )(7)7( c.,-) --------J 

42. (U I IAIUO) Assistant U.S. Attorney
1 

ras been 
apprised of the progress of this investigation and has reviewed this 
report. In a Letter of Declination, dated 5 December 2006, he advised 
that they have concluded that there is insµfficient evidence to 
warrant a criminal prosecution in this matter. 

(b)(3) CIAAct 
(b )(6) 

r-----(b)(1 ) __ __..lC"-4 _______ _ 

Joi" SECMTl~-(b-)-(3_) _Na_1_se_c_A_c1 ___ _Jlh0i OIGQ/ I Ni 
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